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A number of issues must be considered if those in the
yprotession are to construct a theoretically and, pedagogically sound
definition of literacy as a word and a concept. The profession agrees
that liteptcy is the encoding and decoding of meaning, but there is
little ageement on the term "meaning." Sociolinguists define
literacy as a cluster of linguistic, psychological, and social skills
that rely on the conventions of the alphabet and of print, but also
on purpose, difficulty, and interest. Other problems in defining the
term are the differences and the relationships between the skills
required for reading and those required for writing, and the question
of permanence, or retention, of these skills. Literacy is distinct
from mastery of the standard dialect, and it is not sqlooling,
cognition, or merely "reading." Neither\is it the same as culture.
What seems to emerge from these distinctions, however, is a
connection between literacy and culture. Among the cultural
determinants of literacy are religion, economicS, and politics. Only
by searching the maze of relationships among humans and their
-cultures can the profession move toward a definition of literacy.
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As you know, literacy, has recently become, once again, the

focus of controversy at the 16411, state; and ritional.levels.

This is a controversy directly involving those' of us whO ttach'

literature And composition, i.e. reading and writing. The

question I wish to pose in this paper is, What is the meaning of

this term, litslucI?
A

In most Popular discussions, I find, the word is simply

not defined. In academic discussions the word .literacy usually

means something like "the highest forms %f critical reading and

the production of theoretical, expository prose." Hence, not

4

only freshmen, but also graduate students are deemed "illiterate."

Such a defintion, however, seems inadequa4, when, in the real

world, even the,most literate among ushire attorneys to read

and write our legal documents.

It occurs to me, then, that perhaps we don't really have a

clear definition and that this causes us to give our students and

society mixed messages about literacy is and what it can do.

This observation leads to a question: If we can't define literacy,

can we Measuip:e it? FrOm which follows another, question: Is

there, in fact, a literacy crisis?
%4)
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IA,1976, Richard Ohmann)saidna.: He said then that the .test

scores used to document the literacy crisis were in actuality,

measures of social and ec'onoinic, changes, not of changes in'
'

,.literacy itself. bhmann concluded, "The Literacy Crisis Is a

. 11#FictiontIf Not a Hoax."

More recently, such well-known personalities as Ted Koppel,

Ronald. Reagan, and 2.1).: Hirsch have accepted both the test'scores

and he ondlusiori that a literacy crisis is abroad in the land.

As far .as I know, Koppel has offered no zolution. Reagan has
. .

advocated school prayer and morediscipline. Hirsch's answer is

what he'call "'cultural literacy"--that isp.a national curriculum
6

designed to give all Amer.icqn students the same knowledge.so that

educators can then produce th kinds of literacy skills the

academic compunity an4 the middle!-class secie 7 deem appropriate.

In contrast to this "top-down"' solution, other scholars, like

Shirley Brice Heath, for example, argue for "botto -up" literaqy--

that is, literacy instruction grounded in thestudents' own4

discourse and focused on the students' own concerns. Such an

approach, these scholars say, allows students t;o create' impOrtailt

uses for reading and writing in their own,lives. Thus instruction

beccimes effective.

Now, back ty my priginal qu,e,Stion: What.are.wetalking about
(whenwe talk about'literacy9 I want to get at this question by

.- surveying a number oy" issues which, we must consider if we,
4

individually and co lectively; are to construct, a theoretically

and pedagogiCally sound defidEtion of literacy, both X a word

f

and as a concept.-t,
;..
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SAce our ordinary use of the word seems not help, let'us

try a more basic approach. Probablyt we would agree thA'34teriacY

is the encoding and decoding of meaning in graphic symbols. This,
A

of course, requires familiarity with .the technology of the alphe.....

bet's.a of thb conventions of script' and print.. But if liter4cy.
.

is'encoding and decoding meaning, what doWEI mean by ,mdaning?

.Again,. there is little, if any, agreement. Personday,'I .lie
,Robert Bracewen's eicp],anation,of6meaning,as'the motivating force .

behind the language arts', listening, speaking, reading, and ..,.
I

V
4

(

4

0 .

writing. Bracewell says i,hat'the search fora meaning is the 4.cs \
fattempt "to

,

understand who dne is and whet Idace one is to take in.

the world." But still this doesn't help us much in efforts to
. ,

.6.
.

.
6say whit reading and writing are. ..

.

.c 4.Sociolinguibt Michael Stubbs defines literacy as "a cluster

of skills-- .linguistic., psychological, and social." Stubbs eminds
%.

.

us, too, that these skills'rely not onlymi t ?e techonologes.I

mentioned before, but also on three other facors--purpose,
1 .

difficulty, and interest. We might-even ibe...Kore specific about . 6.

. .

.t.1-le components of a literacy event--the ndturesef the. text, the

function of the ,literacy event,--theoontext in which the literacy.

event takes place, the participants (reader and winter, inaauding

the relative status of each), and motivation (such things as

boredom, nostalgia, desire for information).
44o

In addition to these, other problems, oftealignored by

both researchers and theorists, affect a definition of literacy.
C

. One of these problems is the difference in the skills required

for rea.ding and those required for writing and the r4lationship
'
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of these skills to one another. the other .problem is thee cuestion

..of permanence, or retention, Of these skill:..
.7.

.

., .
.

Apparerltly, -then, even, an analysis of,what we agree on about

literacy raises complications.' And these complications only

multiply when 4e start to look at whO Literacy is not--that is,

when we begin to make distinctions between'literacy and the things

closely associated with it.

First, literacy ip distinct from ,mastery of the standard
"

dialect.. This ,distinction is ;not 'merely, theoretical. Scholars

of language like Trudgeill and Labov, cite examples of literacy

j 4acquired ail used'without active possession lbf the.vtandard.. In

fact, Stubbs po'nts out, correctly in my own case, that presen4t day4

l iter7(acy in Latin doebnIt even depend on:knowledge of the spoken'

form.

Second, literacy is not schooling. The important research by

Sylvia Scribner and Michael Cole among the Vai people of Liber ia-
.

shows that literacy can be acquired' without schoOling, something

the. United States are likely .,t,o'forget. But Stribner'and/
Cole!s research shows us something else as well, and that is that

tcertain types of problem-solving skills Which we in the West think

of as consequences of.literqcy are in fact only consequences of

Western styles of schooling, not of literacy 22,Zise.

As a matter of fact, many anthropological studies seem to be

saying that ttie connections between literacy and abstraCt thinking
S.

are not as close as some bel/pve. For,example, according some

theories of literacy, the to classify abstractly is a

prozult of being able& rid and write. But Keith Basso's,-

5
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'research in04,,..4e,word games of Apache children reveals classifi

cation skills based on highly abstract 15rinciples. And, if ydu are
,

. A

from my pare of the country,. where literacy has beeninagcessible

Daniel/--
.5.

. .to certain segments blithe population,.you probably know first-

hand, as 'I do, that critical thinking-- defined heye as questioning

assumptions and "facts," drawing inferences, seeing implications --;

&es not depend on literacy. So .seems that a third distinction.
_ .

that we tust make is tetwlen iiteracY and t4A-Iking. ', ,.)

. t .
. -1 '-

kT ..
If literacy is neither the standard dialect, nor schooling,

. .

, 1/4nor cognition, what else .is, it not? A fourth' distinction is

. \presently being asserted by Warwick Wadlington at the University

ofTeas In work not yet pioblished
f

Wadlington draws a distinction

reading and interpretation. All current theories of P

literary interpretation, he says, are based on the assumption t at

reading is only an act of cognition. Certainly, interpretation

betw

is .a constituent of reading, and in academic cirles a legitimate

goal, but. reading is much more. Reading, Wadlington argues, is,
i

.
,5

in some cultures, only One of the ways that incavi;duals."try on"

[

.

and play the different roe s offered to themby their society.

A fifth distinction comes ffom Robin Lakoff. She reminds us

not to equate litefacy with cultuip. She sees the increase in oral

features in contemporary written discourse, both ictional andenon-

fictional, as a response to changes in the culture, not as a loss

of either culture itself or of literacy.
4

Yet what seems to emerge from these distinctions between

literacy and other related issues is some sort of connection

between literacy and culture. Indeed, the role culture plays in

6
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shaping literacy becomes clearer when, we turn to historical studies

of reading, and ttriting. This scholarship demonstrates that a

, definition of literacy not only depends on the expectations of a:

s4cific culture but also varies acrEcultures dhd 'across time

within Cultures. In 'the next part of this pres'entation; Mdry

Trachsel, will give tome relevant examples. l
,..<. ..

Among the 7ultural deterknants of literdcy are'religion,

economics, and politics.; In many sociaies,religion has set the

standard for what counts. as litetacy, vhat is used for. and who

has access to it. .As produ.cts,ofea secular society, we,Americans

tend to forget the powerful infilence religion -- specifically,,

Puritanism'- -has had, and, in fact', still does have, not only.o
e
n

our beliefs about the value*of.literacy but also on 'our statutes

that'recitire it. 0

'A specific and telling example of, how the economy affects

literacy come.s. from Elizabeth Eisensteinis monumental wort( on the

printing wess. Accordihg to Etsenstein, in Renaissance Europe,

the profit motive of the printers.had as much to do'wi:th.the

spread of literacy and its changing forms:-and thus its definition--

as any other factor. I doubt that further examples of the Ways i-

,which economic conditions and motives, either restrtg or encourage
/ 4

literacy are necessary here. However, a. question or two might be 2\
1

in order: In the United. States, who profits from literacy? Who

kprofits from the lack of it? Is the relationship betweem illiteracy

and poverty causal or correl*tional?

As for the relationship between literacy and politics, the'

historical research shows again and again that literacy can

either serve the established power or threaten it. Governments
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always have an inteeest in the kinds of literacy people have access

Daniell--7

to and in the uses they put these skills to., Universally, it seems,

to those to whom we wish to deny political power, we first deny

literacy--for example; to women or. ethnic minorities.
*414 . ,.

Thus it appears that in constructing any realistic--and there-\.
) 1

'. for usetul--definition .df literacy, we must allow for a co lox of
.

,

.

.

.

)

religioUs, economic, and political restrictors and motivators. As

Oxenham puts it, "Societypkes the conditions which allow the

functions of literacy--by rewarding those who ask questions or by

rewarding those who don't,' But in attempting to find a definition

of literacy, weoneed to look in two more places, in literacy

pedagogy and ta recent ethnographies of literacy-.

'Many Third World literacy programs illustrate dramatically the

4 tdll'sionsbetween literacy, on the gone hand, and social, poliIical

and economic power, on,the other. A prime example is Paolo Freire's

"pedagOgy of the oppressed." In his native Brazil, Freirt was,' in

Tact, sosslpdessful at using the social and economic po*rlessness of.

Ho'adult students to teach literacy that the government exiled

him for sixteen years.

But we don't have to go to the Third World to find the
.

succets-

,ful teaching of literacy. In my native state, Elibt Wiggthton

showed his high school students how to use literacy to preserve
.

the values and Lstory of their north Georgia mountain culture.

The Foxfire books, now in Weir eighth edition, written 'almost:

of intruction which'takes into account the social and 'cultural

identities of the students. And we are back to Brll's

expinatkop of meaning--understanding who one is and what place:\

one is to take in'the world.

entirely by students, and selling natinall:b testify to the success

acewe
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As anthropologists 'and ethnodravhers begin to focus,ori

literacy, we see even more .clearly 'the cult :al connection.

Studies. of fli,spgnic students in California by both Concepcion

Valadez and Henry Trueba show that sometimes titeracy skills are

'41-f4144

kept secret from the sckoolsybe'cause these students see the'schaols

as instruments of Anglo ontrol. howeyer, tha schools help.

and allow these same students use literacy' to addresstheir own

cultural,

charge of
111

political, and personal concerns, the students take

their own learriing, according to Trueba, and literacy
9

nourishes. '.inn Hawaii, KathyAu and Cathy Jordan studied the

story - telling- style of native Hawaiian. What they ,foupd helped t

them devise a teaching strategy that has been, apparently, ablet .

.;
to improve the reading of. native Hawaiian, children

,

long the least

successful students in Hawaii's multi-cultural schwis. At the

:end of this presentation, Keith Wali rs wial discuss Shirley Brice

Heath's ethnographic studies of litkacy and speee4?, in three

differe4t but related cultures in the Piedmont' Carolinas. Let 111....

just remark that Heath's work shows with clear examples and

explanations how literacy and language are actually used in each

communityA and how.this determines theklearning of literacy in school.

So, no, I have not answered the questior. I began with: What

i) literacy? I hope that have /shared with yoti my belief that

only 'cry scracbing the maze ofthe relationships of human b6ings

and their cultures, might we begin to move toward a definition

of liteTa I hope, also, that I have left you questioning the.

current use of literacy; both as a sword and as a cultural construct.

9



Toward a Definition of Literacy

I. Literacy Crisis,'
Ohmann (1976)
Hirsch (1983)
Heath (1983)

LI. Basi-c Definitions
tobbs._(1930)

Bracewell (198-O.-meaning
Smith (1983)
Szwed (1981)
Chafe (1982)--reading/writing

differences
Oxenham (1980)

III. -Standhrd Englizh
.StlIbbs (1980)"-
Trudgill (1975)

-IT Lahov (1972)
Daniell (1984)

'Jr.

Nth 'Daniel/
University of Texas

Literacy ?edagogy
Freire (1970)--ara'zil'
Mackie (1980)--p.bout Freire
Wigginton (1972)--Georgia
Valadez (-1981)--CaliforniLt

VII. Ethnography of diteracy
Trueba (1933)--California
Au' and ,Jordan (1981)--Hawaii
Reath (1980, 1982, 1983)--Carolinas

VIA

IV. Schooling, Cognition, Cultre
Scribner and Cole (1978)--lhe Vai
Frake (19e3)

g 1 .Goody and Watt (1963)-.-theidld
paradigm

Basso (1980)--Apache word games,
against old paradigm

Vadlington (in preparation)--
reading/interpretation
distinction

°Lakbff (1982)

V. Historical Studies
Owenhan (1980)
Goody and Watt (1963)
Stubbs (1980)
Resnick and Resnick (1977)
Goody '( 1968)
Lisenstein (1979)

Nk

The two books which cover most ofthe issues I have raised here
are Stubbs (1980) and Oxenham (1980). Oxenhani emphasizes thecultural taLces; Stubbs is a bit more linguistically/technical.
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